Ditch Blocking – Peat Dams

Date published: 30 March, 2015

Aim
The aim of this item is to improve the quality of peatland, moorland or lowland raised bog habitats by blocking ditches or moor grips with peat dams to slow the flow of water through grips or ditches and raise the water table back to natural levels.

Eligibility
Any land with moorland or lowland bog or fen is eligible.

You must combine this capital item with one of the following management options, unless you have prior approval otherwise from Scottish Natural Heritage:

- Lowland Bog Management
- Moorland Management
- Wetland Management

Application requirements
You must prepare a ditch blocking plan.

You must identify the number and location of all proposed new dams on a map and record the widths of all ditches you propose to dam.

Requirements
- each individual peat dam must be watertight
- dams must be no more than 30 metres apart
- you must replace any cut turfs on the dam top with the vegetation side up
- you must record the location of each created dam on a map
- you must maintain a diary

Payment
You can claim £13.00 per peat dam, with a minimum payment of £300.

You may apply for payment on an actual cost basis for this item if the work you are proposing to carry out will benefit the notified features of a designated site, and where there are exceptional circumstances.

Inspections
The inspectors will check:
- the location and extent of the work
- that each individual peat dam is watertight
- dams are no more than 30 metres apart
- you have replaced any cut turfs on the dam top with the vegetation side up
- you have recorded the location of each created dam on a map
- you have maintained a diary

Additional guidance

Ditch Blocking Plan (MS Word, Size: 139.5 kB)
Supporting guidance is available for this item.